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Rural development is a complete term that concentrates on 

the action taken for the development of rural areas improve the 

village economy. However, few areas that demand more focused 

attention and new initiatives are.

1. Education

2. Public Health and Sanitation

3. Women Empowerment

4. Infrastructure Development (e.g. electricity, irrigation, etc.)

5. Facilities for agriculture extension and research

6. Availability of Credit

7. Employment opportunity



Morphology of rural settlement:

Morphological of rural settlements means internal

structure and layout of villages. Settlement morphology is

primarily concerned with the lay-out, plan and internal

structure of the settlements.

It not only views settled area in terms of physical space

but identifies its various components in respect of socio-

economic space which has its direct bearing in controlling the

arrangement of buildings, patterns of streets and fields and

functional characteristics of settlements in general.

it helps in understanding the socio-cultural structure of the

villages, their economic and sanitary conditions as well as

their response to new innovations

For example, the Dominant community is generally

occupied in the central part and the lower class occupied in the

periphery region generally called "tola".



The ground plan mainly includes street patterns,

arrangement of buildings and cultural artifacts like temple,

fort, residence of village and market place etc, process of

change is comparatively slow.-Built-up area undergoes

frequent changes. Doxiadis has identified four main parts

within the morphological structure of a settlement. These

include : (a) homogeneous part consisting of fields, grazing

land etc.(b) circulatory part consisting of village roads,

streets and lanes etc.

(c) central part provided by the built-up area of the

village.(d) special part marked with temple, school,

Panchayatghar etc•The built-up area consisting of clusters

of houses is surrounded by cultivated fields and linked with

kachcha and pakka roads or village footpaths.



The main village and its outlying hamlets, though

physically detached from each other, function as an

integrated unit under the old jajmani system.


